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ABOUT

Over the past 30 years, Nicole Jansen has coached and trained thousands of
visionary entrepreneurs to grow and transform their businesses, relationships,
and communities. As a Certified Human Behavior Specialist, Transformational
Leadership Coach, Business Advisor and Speaker, Nicole has developed her own
unique brand of mentorship, which focuses on activating your God-given identity
and purpose, and implementing sound business and life principles for holistic
success.

Her clientele spans a wide range of industries, from start-up entrepreneurs to
large franchise organizations, including finance, real estate, media, technology,
sports, wellness, training, faith-based initiatives, humanitarian projects, and even
space exploration. 

She is the founder and host of the Leaders of Transformation podcast, a top
1.5% podcast globally with over 500 episodes, reaching listeners in 140
countries. 
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TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP COACH 
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INTERVIEW TOPICS

What is the secret to achieving greater results quicker?
What is our purpose in life and how do we find it?
If God wants us to thrive and prosper, how do we do it? 
How do we gain confidence and resilience in the face of challenges?
How do we build strong and healthy relationships despite our differences?
How do we develop a high-performing team that embraces change head on?
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TESTIMONIALS

AS SEEN ON

NICOLE JANSEN

"Nicole not only helped me increase my business over 100%, she helped me discover a bigger
purpose to my life which has made my life fulfilling and meaningful. Many coaches can help
you increase sales and build a business, but it takes a rare soul to help you see the plan God
has laid out for you and help you gain the courage and knowledge to act on it. If you are
looking to take your entire life to a whole new platform, Nicole is that rare soul.”

~ Nicholas Pereira, Entrepreneur, Coach

"I consider Nicole to be the most invaluable part of my support team on every major decision." 
~ Michelle Ozimec, Broker of Record

"Nicole Jansen is a rock star of the coaching world. I have been working with her for over a year
and the results have been incredible." ~ Rivers Corbett, Franchisor, Serial Entrepreneur

PODCAST INTRODUCTION

As a transformational leadership coach and business advisor, Nicole Jansen has been
empowering visionary entrepreneurs and business leaders for over 30 years. Her passion
is bringing out the best in people, while achieving greater results and making a more
meaningful impact in the world. She is the founder and host of the Leaders of
Transformation podcast, a top 1.5% podcast globally, reaching listeners in 140 countries. 
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